
Landscape photographs
Number of landscape
photographs =

=

=

=

=

Number of portrait
photographs

Ratio between the number 
of landscape and portrait 
photographs

:

:First equivalent ratio 8

Second equivalent ratio :  9

Portrait photographs

The images shown below are the photographs clicked in two orientations: landscape
and portrait. Answer the following questions and write your answers in the
boxes given below.

1

If there are 25 blurry photos, circle the correct
number of clear photos.

25 125 100

Check the correct box that represents the
equivalent ratio of clear to blurry photos.

4:5 1:5 4:1

For every 10 photos clicked, 8 photos are clear and 2 blurry. Answer the following
questions based on this statement.

2

Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship.
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The following table shows the number of shares on your social media videos. Join the
dots on the graph based on the table.
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The two quantities are _________ relationship.
Check the correct box and complete the
sentence.

not in
proportional

in a
proportional

The line joining the plotted points
passes through the origin. Circle the
correct option

True False

The line joining the plotted points is a
straight line. Circle the correct option.

True False

The following table shows the number of posts and likes gained. Based on the table,
answer the following questions:

3

No. of posts on
social media

5 30

10 60

No. of likes
(in hundreds)

Does the given data form
a proportional relation?
Check the correct box.

Find the no. of likes (in
hundreds) if the no. of
posts made are 15.
Write your answer in the
given boxes.

True False

Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship. 
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Landscape photographs
Number of landscape
photographs =

=

=

=

=

Number of portrait
photographs

Ratio between the number 
of landscape and portrait 
photographs

:

:First equivalent ratio 8

Second equivalent ratio :  9

Portrait photographs

The images shown below are the photographs clicked in two orientations: landscape
and portrait. Answer the following questions and write your answers in the
boxes given below.

1

If there are 25 blurry photos, circle the correct
number of clear photos.

25 125 100

Check the correct box that represents the
equivalent ratio of clear to blurry photos.

4:5 1:5 4:1

For every 10 photos clicked, 8 photos are clear and 2 blurry. Answer the following
questions based on this statement.

2

Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship.
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The following table shows the number of shares on your social media videos. Join the
dots on the graph based on the table.
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The two quantities are _________ relationship.
Check the correct box and complete the
sentence.

not in
proportional

in a
proportional

The line joining the plotted points
passes through the origin. Circle the
correct option

True False

The line joining the plotted points is a
straight line. Circle the correct option.

True False

The following table shows the number of posts and likes gained. Based on the table,
answer the following questions:

3

No. of posts on
social media

5 30

10 60

No. of likes
(in hundreds)

Does the given data form
a proportional relation?
Check the correct box.

Find the no. of likes (in
hundreds) if the no. of
posts made are 15.
Write your answer in the
given boxes.

True False

Decide whether two quantities are in a proportional relationship. 
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